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In this edition of InfraInfraInfraInfra.Law, we consider the UK’s approach on infrastructure 
investment following Brexit and its likely changing relationship with the European 
Investment Bank. With the final legislation due to take effect from 1 October 2019, 
we also cover the Spring Budget 2017 and how tax changes are impacting the 
construction industry. In addition, our team takes a look at recent case law on 
commercial contracts and liquidated damages; and contruction contracts and the 
issue of practical completion. Our international Construction & Infrastructure group 
continues to expand across Europe, the Middle East and Asia, we provide an 
overview of recent lateral hires and partner promotions.  
 
During our latest Construction workshop, as part of our ongoing workshop series, we 
asked our audience, consisting of professionals from across the construction industry 
to provide their predictions and expert insight. Read about the results of our 
conducted audience polls here. We are now conducting a second survey on the 
market using the same questions a year on, to gauge how the market has 
developed.  
 
Finally, as the sole legal sponsor, we will be attending The FT Future of The FT Future of The FT Future of The FT Future of 
Construction SummitConstruction SummitConstruction SummitConstruction Summit on 23 May. The summit explores how key stakeholders can 
better collaborate to create a more profitable and sustainable industry. We look 
forward to seeing you there.  
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Life after PFI – Future Investment 
Trends for infrastructure projects  
    

In the autumn edition of In the autumn edition of Infra.Law, I .Law, I 
suggested there were potentially three suggested there were potentially three 
key impacts of Brexit on the construction key impacts of Brexit on the construction 
industry, one of which was the UKindustry, one of which was the UK’’s s 
approach on infrastructure investment approach on infrastructure investment 
following its likely changing relationship following its likely changing relationship 
with the European Investment Bank.with the European Investment Bank.  

Since that article, Brexit has continued to Since that article, Brexit has continued to 
dominate the political landscape but there dominate the political landscape but there 
have been some recent announcements have been some recent announcements 
and developments by industry groups and and developments by industry groups and 
the government which suggest that there the government which suggest that there 
is a recognition that infrastructure is a recognition that infrastructure 
investment is at somewhat of a investment is at somewhat of a 
crossroads.crossroads.  

Infrastructure investment strategy 
In conjunction with the Spring Statement, In conjunction with the Spring Statement, 
the government launched a consultation the government launched a consultation 
on private infrastructure investment. The on private infrastructure investment. The 
consultation closes in June and, according consultation closes in June and, according 
to the consultation document, it is the to the consultation document, it is the 
governmentgovernment’’s intention to publish a s intention to publish a 
comprehensive National Infrastructure comprehensive National Infrastructure 
Strategy later this year. This strategy is Strategy later this year. This strategy is 
said to be said to be ““the first of its kindthe first of its kind” ” and despite and despite 
the the ‘‘Goodbye PFIGoodbye PFI’ ’ announcement by the announcement by the 
Chancellor in last yearChancellor in last year’’s budget, private s budget, private 
investment in alternative investment investment in alternative investment 
models will be key.models will be key.  

The Infrastructure Pipeline and new The Infrastructure Pipeline and new 
models.models.  

The Analysis of the National Infrastructure The Analysis of the National Infrastructure 
and Construction Pipeline, dated and Construction Pipeline, dated 
November 2018 by the Infrastructure and November 2018 by the Infrastructure and 
Projects Authority (IPA), identifies over Projects Authority (IPA), identifies over 
££600 billion of projected public and private 600 billion of projected public and private 
sector investment into UK infrastructure sector investment into UK infrastructure 
over the next 10 years. The report also over the next 10 years. The report also 
confirms publication of the governmentconfirms publication of the government’’s s 
National Infrastructure Strategy in 2019 National Infrastructure Strategy in 2019 
and the need to keep pace with and the need to keep pace with 
technological change to raise productivity technological change to raise productivity 
and support longand support long--term economic growth.term economic growth.  

Contracts for Difference, the Regulated Contracts for Difference, the Regulated 
Asset Base Model, and the UK Guarantees Asset Base Model, and the UK Guarantees 
Scheme are described by the IPA as tools Scheme are described by the IPA as tools 
for the delivery of projects through private for the delivery of projects through private 
investment, in lieu of PFI. Although these investment, in lieu of PFI. Although these 
models are mentioned only in passing, the models are mentioned only in passing, the 
IPA states that the Regulated Asset Base IPA states that the Regulated Asset Base 
Model (RAB) is being considered as the Model (RAB) is being considered as the 
financing model for future new nuclear financing model for future new nuclear 
projects and some utilities. The projects and some utilities. The 
Department for Business, Energy and Department for Business, Energy and 
Industrial StrategyIndustrial Strategy’’s Policy Paper on s Policy Paper on 
Contracts for Difference (CfD), January Contracts for Difference (CfD), January 
2019, describes CfD as the government2019, describes CfD as the government’’s s 
main mechanism for supporting lowmain mechanism for supporting low--
carbon electricity generation.carbon electricity generation.  

Eligible UK renewable generators can apply Eligible UK renewable generators can apply 
for a CfD by competing for a contract for a CfD by competing for a contract 
based on a form of based on a form of ‘‘sealed bidsealed bid’’. . In contrast, In contrast, 
the UK Guarantees scheme is not aimed the UK Guarantees scheme is not aimed 
at particular industries, but a wide range of at particular industries, but a wide range of 
infrastructure projects provided they infrastructure projects provided they 
meet the meet the ‘‘nationally significantnationally significant’ ’ criterion.criterion.  

Lucky number 13? 
Project 13 is a procurement initiative that Project 13 is a procurement initiative that 
has been proposed as a solution by the has been proposed as a solution by the 
Infrastructure Client Group (ICG), a forum Infrastructure Client Group (ICG), a forum 
for major infrastructure clients for major infrastructure clients ““to work to work 
collaboratively to understand best collaboratively to understand best 
practicepractice””.  .  The Institution of Civil Engineers The Institution of Civil Engineers 
(ICE), who launched Project 13, describe it (ICE), who launched Project 13, describe it 
as a new,industryas a new,industry--led enterprise model led enterprise model 
that seeks to that seeks to ““boost certainty and boost certainty and 
productivity in delivery, improve whole life productivity in delivery, improve whole life 
outcomes in operation and support a more outcomes in operation and support a more 
sustainable, innovative, highly skilled sustainable, innovative, highly skilled 
industry.industry.” ” The ICE cites projects such as The ICE cites projects such as 
the Anglian Water capital delivery alliances, the Anglian Water capital delivery alliances, 
Heathrow Airport expansion and National Heathrow Airport expansion and National 
GridGrid’’s London power tunnels as s London power tunnels as ““early early 
adopters beginning to implement the adopters beginning to implement the 
Project 13 approachProject 13 approach””. .   

ICEICE’’s P13 Blueprint sets out the roles and s P13 Blueprint sets out the roles and 
responsibilities of stakeholders in the responsibilities of stakeholders in the 
model. Key suppliers and advisors have model. Key suppliers and advisors have 
direct relationships with the owner, which direct relationships with the owner, which 
is likely to push risk up, rather than down, is likely to push risk up, rather than down, 
as it places the owner in a central role. The as it places the owner in a central role. The 
owner engages an owner engages an ‘‘IntegratorIntegrator’ ’ who who 
engages and integrates all the parties such engages and integrates all the parties such 
that they work as a team with a common that they work as a team with a common 
goal that jointly mitigates risk rather than goal that jointly mitigates risk rather than 
transferring it. The team is driven by transferring it. The team is driven by 
reward based on value added to project reward based on value added to project 
outcomes, rather than on dayoutcomes, rather than on day--toto--day day 
services provided and work performed.services provided and work performed.  

Crucial to the success of this model is early Crucial to the success of this model is early 
engagement and design, and a holistic engagement and design, and a holistic 
approach to construction combining a approach to construction combining a 
diverse range of skills and services. This diverse range of skills and services. This 
‘‘partnershippartnership’ ’ approach is not partnering by approach is not partnering by 
another name. another name.   
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However, it is likely to work best where the However, it is likely to work best where the 
parties can build trust based on longerparties can build trust based on longer--
term relationships and benefit from the term relationships and benefit from the 
efficiencies of a 5efficiencies of a 5--year framework versus a year framework versus a 
shorter one, for example.shorter one, for example.  

Future Innovation 
By themselves, these investment models By themselves, these investment models 
will not make the construction industry any will not make the construction industry any 
more productive or address the potential more productive or address the potential 
skills shortage, which may hamper the skills shortage, which may hamper the 
success of future infrastructure projects. success of future infrastructure projects. 
Investment by the private and public Investment by the private and public 
sector is also required in technology and sector is also required in technology and 
new construction techniques.new construction techniques.  

The private sector has been making The private sector has been making 
advances with investment into areas such advances with investment into areas such 
as design for manufacture and assembly, as design for manufacture and assembly, 
drones, augmented and virtual reality.  The drones, augmented and virtual reality.  The 
GovernmentGovernment’’s announcement of a new s announcement of a new 
££72million Core Innovation Hub, for 72million Core Innovation Hub, for 
investment into research and investment into research and 
development for digital design, advanced development for digital design, advanced 
manufacturing, robotics, drones and manufacturing, robotics, drones and 
augmented and virtual reality, will build on augmented and virtual reality, will build on 
the private sectorthe private sector’’s investment in these s investment in these 
areas.areas.  

The cost of investment in these new The cost of investment in these new 
technologies is undoubtedly a hurdle, but technologies is undoubtedly a hurdle, but 
they are also key to the success of they are also key to the success of 
infrastructure projects and investment infrastructure projects and investment 
models in the UK.  models in the UK.    

Michael O'Connor  
Partner, ConstructionPartner, Construction  
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Making (construction) 
customers pay 

In the Spring Budget 2017, the In the Spring Budget 2017, the 
government announced its intention to government announced its intention to 
introduce an alternative accounting introduce an alternative accounting 
mechanism for VAT in the construction mechanism for VAT in the construction 
sector, which the government considers sector, which the government considers 
to be a high risk area for missing trader to be a high risk area for missing trader 
fraud.  The intended target of the fraud.  The intended target of the 
legislation is sublegislation is sub--contractors who provide contractors who provide 
groups of workers to the construction groups of workers to the construction 
sector.  Supplies to end consumers are not sector.  Supplies to end consumers are not 
intended to be affected.  intended to be affected.    

Background to the changes 
The government consulted on the scope The government consulted on the scope 
of the measure in 2017.  Changes to the of the measure in 2017.  Changes to the 
Construction Industry Scheme (Construction Industry Scheme (““CISCIS””) ) 
were considered as part of the were considered as part of the 
consultation process to narrow the consultation process to narrow the 
availability of gross payment status under availability of gross payment status under 
the Scheme.  That measure has been the Scheme.  That measure has been 
dropped and the government has instead dropped and the government has instead 
decided to invest more heavily in decided to invest more heavily in 
compliance to police gross payment compliance to police gross payment 
status.status.  

On 7 June 2018 draft legislation for the On 7 June 2018 draft legislation for the 
VAT reverse charge measure was VAT reverse charge measure was 
published for technical consultation and on published for technical consultation and on 
7 November 2018 final legislation was 7 November 2018 final legislation was 
published with a number of changes that published with a number of changes that 
bring the measure more closely into line bring the measure more closely into line 
with the scope of the CIS rules.with the scope of the CIS rules.  

The purpose of the measure is to make The purpose of the measure is to make 
the customer of supplies of construction the customer of supplies of construction 
services which attract VAT (other than services which attract VAT (other than 
VAT at the zeroVAT at the zero--rate) responsible for rate) responsible for 
accounting for VAT rather than the accounting for VAT rather than the 
supplier.  End consumers are not within supplier.  End consumers are not within 
the scope of the measure and so VAT on the scope of the measure and so VAT on 
any supplies to end consumers will be any supplies to end consumers will be 
accounted for in the usual manner.accounted for in the usual manner.  

 Details from the draft legislation 
The legislation brings new payments The legislation brings new payments 
within the scope of the existing VAT within the scope of the existing VAT   

    

reverse charge mechanism that is used in reverse charge mechanism that is used in 
other industries (such as mobile phones other industries (such as mobile phones 
and utilities).and utilities).  

The legislation operates in a very similar The legislation operates in a very similar 
way to the existing CIS, which will assist way to the existing CIS, which will assist 
taxpayers in understanding the new taxpayers in understanding the new 
provisions.  Construction services (defined provisions.  Construction services (defined 
in a similar way to the CIS and very broadly) in a similar way to the CIS and very broadly) 
are within the measure together with any are within the measure together with any 
materials supplied with the services.  As materials supplied with the services.  As 
with the CIS, supplies of professional with the CIS, supplies of professional 
services such as architects and surveyors services such as architects and surveyors 
are excluded except where they form part are excluded except where they form part 
of a single supply with construction of a single supply with construction 
services (as is common under design and services (as is common under design and 
build contracts).build contracts).  

The changes to the legislation between The changes to the legislation between 
the draft and final versions enhanced this the draft and final versions enhanced this 
alignment with the CIS.  Supplies falling alignment with the CIS.  Supplies falling 
outside the scope of the legislation outside the scope of the legislation 
((““excluded suppliesexcluded supplies””) ) are now defined as are now defined as 
those for which a CIS return is not those for which a CIS return is not 
required, meaning the legislation closely required, meaning the legislation closely 
tracks the scope and exceptions to tracks the scope and exceptions to 
reporting under the CIS, but with a broad reporting under the CIS, but with a broad 
carvecarve--out for end users (who should out for end users (who should 
confirm in writing their status as an end confirm in writing their status as an end 
user to the supplier).user to the supplier).  

In addition to supplies to end consumers, In addition to supplies to end consumers, 
certain supplies made to connected certain supplies made to connected 
persons and supplies between landlords persons and supplies between landlords 
and tenants are excepted from the and tenants are excepted from the 
measure.  Supplies between a landlord and measure.  Supplies between a landlord and 
tenant which fall within the scope of the tenant which fall within the scope of the 
reverse premium exception to the CIS reverse premium exception to the CIS 
rules are excepted from the VAT measure, rules are excepted from the VAT measure, 
as are intermediary supplies between as are intermediary supplies between 
landlords and tenants and connected landlords and tenants and connected 
persons (e.g. services where a tenant buys persons (e.g. services where a tenant buys 
in services and supplies them without in services and supplies them without 
material alteration to their landlord).  This material alteration to their landlord).  This 
could import some of thecould import some of the  

difficulties that arise under the CIS in difficulties that arise under the CIS in 
relation to landlord contributions to fitting relation to landlord contributions to fitting 
out costs, as tenants currently find out costs, as tenants currently find 
themselves within the scope of the CIS themselves within the scope of the CIS 
unexpectedly,unexpectedly, but the intermediary  but the intermediary   

carvecarve--out will be of use in these situations.  out will be of use in these situations.  
It is also worth noting that the definition of It is also worth noting that the definition of 
connected persons under the legislation is connected persons under the legislation is 
more narrowly cast than in other contexts.more narrowly cast than in other contexts.  

The Chartered Institute of Taxation has The Chartered Institute of Taxation has 
previously engaged with HM Revenue & previously engaged with HM Revenue & 
Customs to attempt to simplify the Customs to attempt to simplify the 
reverse premium exception in the context reverse premium exception in the context 
of the CIS to take more landlord of the CIS to take more landlord 
contribution scenarios outside the scope contribution scenarios outside the scope 
of the CIS.  of the CIS.  Any changes to the CIS Any changes to the CIS 
reverse premium exception would be reverse premium exception would be 
carried over into this measure, but there carried over into this measure, but there 
appears to be little appetite on the part of appears to be little appetite on the part of 
HMRC for doing so.  HMRC for doing so.    

Impact on accounting for VAT 
Businesses will need to adjust their VAT Businesses will need to adjust their VAT 
accounting to accommodate the new accounting to accommodate the new 
rules.  The (one off) costs incurred in doing rules.  The (one off) costs incurred in doing 
so will be the main impact on businesses as so will be the main impact on businesses as 
a result of the new rules.  Cash flow may a result of the new rules.  Cash flow may 
also be an issue for businesses that also be an issue for businesses that 
currently use VAT paid by customers as currently use VAT paid by customers as 
part of their working capital.part of their working capital.  

One change in the final legislation is that One change in the final legislation is that 
supplies received by a person are not supplies received by a person are not 
treated for the purposes of VAT as treated for the purposes of VAT as 
supplies made by that person (given effect supplies made by that person (given effect 
by disapplying a general rule in the by disapplying a general rule in the 
overarching VAT legislation).  overarching VAT legislation).    
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Next steps 
The final legislation is due to take effect The final legislation is due to take effect 
from 1 October 2019, so there is time for from 1 October 2019, so there is time for 
businesses to prepare their accounting businesses to prepare their accounting 
systems and manage any impact on cash systems and manage any impact on cash 
flow.  There are only limited de minimis flow.  There are only limited de minimis 
provisions in the legislation (in addition to provisions in the legislation (in addition to 
the provision discussed above for smaller the provision discussed above for smaller 
suppliers, there is a carve out if the value of suppliers, there is a carve out if the value of 
a supply together with corresponding a supply together with corresponding 
supplies to the recipient in a single month supplies to the recipient in a single month 
do not exceed do not exceed ££1,000 in aggregate) and so 1,000 in aggregate) and so 
businesses of any size in the construction businesses of any size in the construction 
industry will need to consider their industry will need to consider their 
compliance.compliance.  

    

Brett Rawlings   
Associate, TaxAssociate, Tax  
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Liquidated damages after 
termination: Court of appeal calls 
time on the uncertainty?   

Introduction 
Commercial contracts where one party is Commercial contracts where one party is 
obliged to supply goods or services by a obliged to supply goods or services by a 
specified date often contain liquidated specified date often contain liquidated 
damages clauses. These clauses set a damages clauses. These clauses set a 
prepre--determined level of damages that a determined level of damages that a 
party is entitled to recover should delivery party is entitled to recover should delivery 
or completion not take place by the or completion not take place by the 
specified date. Construction contracts specified date. Construction contracts 
commonly use liquidated damages clauses commonly use liquidated damages clauses 
to set the damages to be paid by the to set the damages to be paid by the 
contractor to the employer in the event of contractor to the employer in the event of 
delay beyond the stated completion date.delay beyond the stated completion date.  

The commercial rationale is clear; The commercial rationale is clear; 
liquidated damages promote certainty and liquidated damages promote certainty and 
avoid the need for the innocent party to avoid the need for the innocent party to 
establish its actual losses as a result of the establish its actual losses as a result of the 
delay (which can often be very costly and delay (which can often be very costly and 
protracted). protracted).   

However, there has been uncertainty as to However, there has been uncertainty as to 
whether liquidated damages could be whether liquidated damages could be 
levied in circumstances where the project levied in circumstances where the project 
is in delay and the employer terminates is in delay and the employer terminates 
the contractorthe contractor’’s employment before s employment before 
completion takes place. There are a completion takes place. There are a 
number of conflicting decisions on this number of conflicting decisions on this 
point, with the English Courts adopting point, with the English Courts adopting 
three broad approaches:three broad approaches:  

1.1. Liquidated damages fall away Liquidated damages fall away 
completely and the employer may completely and the employer may 
only claim general damages. The only claim general damages. The 
clause will only apply to those parts of clause will only apply to those parts of 
the works (if any) which have been the works (if any) which have been 
completed prior to termination. completed prior to termination.     

2.2. The employer can levy liquidated The employer can levy liquidated 
damages updamages up--to the date of to the date of 
termination. Thereafter, he must termination. Thereafter, he must 
claim general damages for loss arising claim general damages for loss arising 
from delay.from delay.    

3.3. The employer can levy liquidated The employer can levy liquidated 
damages updamages up--to the date of to the date of 
completion by a replacement completion by a replacement 
contractor.contractor.  

In the recent case of In the recent case of Triple Point Triple Point 
Technology (Technology (‘‘TPTTPT’’) ) v PTT Public Company v PTT Public Company 
((‘‘PTTPTT’’)), , concerning a software supply concerning a software supply 
agreement, the Court of Appeal has agreement, the Court of Appeal has 
provided guidance on this topic, which may provided guidance on this topic, which may 
impact how liquidated damages and the impact how liquidated damages and the 
consequences of termination are drafted consequences of termination are drafted 
in contracts.in contracts.  

Facts  
TPT supplied software to PTT and the TPT supplied software to PTT and the 
contract provided for various milestones contract provided for various milestones 
to be achieved.  If the supply was delayed to be achieved.  If the supply was delayed 
beyond the milestones, TPT was liable to beyond the milestones, TPT was liable to 
pay liquidated damages from the due date pay liquidated damages from the due date 
for delivery for delivery ““up to the date PTT accepts up to the date PTT accepts 
such worksuch work””. .   

Stages 1 and 2 of the project were Stages 1 and 2 of the project were 
completed (and accepted by PTT), albeit completed (and accepted by PTT), albeit 
they were 149 days late. However, PTT they were 149 days late. However, PTT 
terminated the contract before the terminated the contract before the 
subsequent stages had been completed.  subsequent stages had been completed.  
At the point of termination, the project At the point of termination, the project 
was in significant delay. In the litigation that was in significant delay. In the litigation that 
followed, one of the issues before the followed, one of the issues before the 
court was whether PTT was entitled to court was whether PTT was entitled to 
rely on the liquidated damages clause and, rely on the liquidated damages clause and, 
if so, whether the liquidated damages if so, whether the liquidated damages 
accrued up to the date of termination or accrued up to the date of termination or 
beyond. beyond.   

 The initial finding of the Technology and  The initial finding of the Technology and 
Construction Court was that PTT was Construction Court was that PTT was 
entitled to liquidated damages. In respect entitled to liquidated damages. In respect   

of stages 1 & 2 (i.e. the completed stages) of stages 1 & 2 (i.e. the completed stages) 
this was upthis was up--to the date of completion and, to the date of completion and, 
in respect of the incomplete stages, up in respect of the incomplete stages, up 
until the date of termination. until the date of termination.   

Appeal 
The Court of Appeal agreed with the The Court of Appeal agreed with the 
TCCTCC’’s approach to stages 1 & 2 but s approach to stages 1 & 2 but 
disagreed in respect of its approach to the disagreed in respect of its approach to the 
incomplete stages. It found that the incomplete stages. It found that the 
specific reference in the contract that specific reference in the contract that 
liquidated damages were to be applied liquidated damages were to be applied ““up up 
to the date PTT accepts such workto the date PTT accepts such work””, , 
indicated that the clause could only apply in indicated that the clause could only apply in 
a situation where the original contractor a situation where the original contractor 
complete the work. It did not and could not complete the work. It did not and could not 
apply to sections of work which remained apply to sections of work which remained 
incomplete at termination.  Therefore, in incomplete at termination.  Therefore, in 
respect of those incomplete stages, PTT respect of those incomplete stages, PTT 
would need to prove its losses as general would need to prove its losses as general 
damages.damages.  

As to more general guidance, the court As to more general guidance, the court 
confirmed that there is no hard and fast confirmed that there is no hard and fast 
rule. The impact of termination on any rule. The impact of termination on any 
liquidated damages clause depends on the liquidated damages clause depends on the 
particular wording of the clause. That said, particular wording of the clause. That said, 
the judgment hints towards a preference the judgment hints towards a preference 
to the first of the above approaches, i.e. to the first of the above approaches, i.e. 
the clause falls away entirely, rather than the clause falls away entirely, rather than 
either of the other approaches, despite either of the other approaches, despite 
the more recent court decisions favouring the more recent court decisions favouring 
these.  these.    

Comment 
The CourtThe Court’’s guidance provides welcome s guidance provides welcome 
clarity as to the approach the courts will clarity as to the approach the courts will 
take. However, an employertake. However, an employer’’s ability to s ability to 
claim liquidated damages following a claim liquidated damages following a 
termination, depends on the specific termination, depends on the specific 
contract provisions. The wording of the contract provisions. The wording of the 
various standard forms of construction various standard forms of construction 
contracts take different (intentional or contracts take different (intentional or 
not) approaches. In certain contracts, if not) approaches. In certain contracts, if 
not specifically amended, the wording not specifically amended, the wording 
could result in an employer not being able could result in an employer not being able 
to recover liquidated damages in to recover liquidated damages in 
circumstances where termination occurs circumstances where termination occurs 
prior to completion. prior to completion.   
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By way of example, NEC4 states that By way of example, NEC4 states that 
liquidated damages are payable until the liquidated damages are payable until the 
earlier of earlier of ‘‘CompletionCompletion’ ’ and taking over of and taking over of 
the works.  the works.    

Completion, as defined, can only ever be Completion, as defined, can only ever be 
achieved by the original contractor and so achieved by the original contractor and so 
it seems likely that the liquidated damages it seems likely that the liquidated damages 
clause would fall away if termination occurs clause would fall away if termination occurs 
prior to prior to ““CompletionCompletion””. .   

In contrast, the termination provisions in In contrast, the termination provisions in 
FIDIC forms of contract specifically refer to FIDIC forms of contract specifically refer to 
the employer being entitled to payment of the employer being entitled to payment of 
liquidated damages upliquidated damages up--to the date of to the date of 
termination and would seemingly satisfy termination and would seemingly satisfy 
the Court of Appealthe Court of Appeal’’s analysis in s analysis in TPT v TPT v 
PTTPTT that general damages only apply to  that general damages only apply to 
post termination losses. post termination losses.   

Whichever form of contract parties intend Whichever form of contract parties intend 
to use, prior to entering into contract they to use, prior to entering into contract they 
should carefully consider whether they are should carefully consider whether they are 
content to rely on general damages in content to rely on general damages in 
circumstances where termination occurs circumstances where termination occurs 
prior to completion or whether liquidated prior to completion or whether liquidated 
damages are preferable.  Depending on damages are preferable.  Depending on 
the answer, it may well be the case that the answer, it may well be the case that 
the standard provisions will require the standard provisions will require 
amendments. amendments.   

Christopher Busaileh  
Associate, ConstructionAssociate, Construction  

T:T: +44 (0)20 7427 4546 +44 (0)20 7427 4546  
christopher.busaileh@crsblaw.comchristopher.busaileh@crsblaw.com  
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Practical Completion – 
Matter of Fact or what the 
Contract says? 

Introduction 
Practical completion has a number of Practical completion has a number of 
important consequences under important consequences under 
construction contracts.  It signifies the end construction contracts.  It signifies the end 
of a contractorof a contractor’’s exposure to liquidated s exposure to liquidated 
damages, passes the risk of the works damages, passes the risk of the works 
from the contractor to the employer and from the contractor to the employer and 
generally means that the works have been generally means that the works have been 
completed to a sufficient level / standard completed to a sufficient level / standard 
to allow the employer to take possession to allow the employer to take possession 
of the site.of the site.  

Despite its importance practical Despite its importance practical 
completion is a concept easier to completion is a concept easier to 
recognise than define.  Standard form recognise than define.  Standard form 
construction contracts often do not construction contracts often do not 
contain adequate definitions as to what will contain adequate definitions as to what will 
(or will not) constitute practical completion (or will not) constitute practical completion 
and the parties are therefore left to rely on and the parties are therefore left to rely on 
the discretion of the party responsible for the discretion of the party responsible for 
certifying practical completion as to certifying practical completion as to 
whether as a matter of fact practical whether as a matter of fact practical 
completion has taken place.completion has taken place.  

The recent case of The recent case of Mears Limited v Mears Limited v 
Costplan Services (South East) Limited, Costplan Services (South East) Limited, 
Plymouth (Notte Street) Limited, J.R. Plymouth (Notte Street) Limited, J.R. 
Pickstock LimitedPickstock Limited involved just such  involved just such 
considerations.considerations.  

Facts 
J.R. Pickstock Limited (J.R. Pickstock Limited (““Pickstock””) ) 
entered into a building contract with entered into a building contract with 
Plymouth (Plymouth (Notte Street) Limited () Limited (““PNSL””) ) 
to design and build two blocks of student to design and build two blocks of student 
accommodation in Plymouth. Mears accommodation in Plymouth. Mears 
Limited (Limited (““Mears””), ), entered into an entered into an 
Agreement for Lease (Agreement for Lease (““AFL””), ), with PSNL with PSNL 
to take a 21 year lease of the property to take a 21 year lease of the property 
following practical completion. following practical completion.   

Under clause 6.2.1 of the AFL, PNSL was Under clause 6.2.1 of the AFL, PNSL was 
prohibited from making any variations to prohibited from making any variations to 
the building works which materially the building works which materially 
affected the size of the rooms, with any affected the size of the rooms, with any 
reduction in size of 3% deemed to be reduction in size of 3% deemed to be 
‘‘materialmaterial’’..  

As the works advanced toward completion As the works advanced toward completion 
Mears alleged that there were a number of Mears alleged that there were a number of 
outstanding deficiencies, a key deficiency outstanding deficiencies, a key deficiency 
being that a number of the rooms were being that a number of the rooms were 
not of sufficient size. Mears subsequently not of sufficient size. Mears subsequently 
obtained an injunction, preventing obtained an injunction, preventing 
issuance of a certificate of practical issuance of a certificate of practical 
completion until the issue could be completion until the issue could be 
decided at court.decided at court.  

The original decision of the Court found The original decision of the Court found 
that one or more of the rooms were more that one or more of the rooms were more 
than 3% smaller than the sizes shown on than 3% smaller than the sizes shown on 
the relevant drawings and granted a the relevant drawings and granted a 
Declaration to that effect, though he was Declaration to that effect, though he was 
not required to decide whether practical not required to decide whether practical 
completion had occurred on the facts of completion had occurred on the facts of 
the case. However, the Court also the case. However, the Court also 
determined that such a breach of the AFL determined that such a breach of the AFL 
would not prevent the Employerwould not prevent the Employer’’s Agent, s Agent, 
from certifying practical completion and from certifying practical completion and 
rejected Mears claimrejected Mears claim’’s for Declarations to s for Declarations to 
that effect.that effect.  

Appeal 
On appeal the Court of Appeal upheld the On appeal the Court of Appeal upheld the 
first instance decision and found that, first instance decision and found that, 
despite the rooms exceeding the despite the rooms exceeding the 
tolerance levels, such a breach did not tolerance levels, such a breach did not 
amount to a material or substantial amount to a material or substantial   

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

breach, enabling Mears to terminate the breach, enabling Mears to terminate the 
contract. contract.   

Coulson LJ made the point that it would Coulson LJ made the point that it would 
be commercially unworkable if every be commercially unworkable if every 
departure from the contract drawings departure from the contract drawings 
enabled a party to terminate the contract. enabled a party to terminate the contract. 
Accordingly, the parties had set out in Accordingly, the parties had set out in 
clause 6.2.1 the circumstances in which clause 6.2.1 the circumstances in which 
departure from the room size specified on departure from the room size specified on 
the contract drawings could amount to a the contract drawings could amount to a 
breach of contract.  However, Coulson LJ breach of contract.  However, Coulson LJ 
noted that under clause 6.2.1:noted that under clause 6.2.1:  

“…“…the parties were not saying that the parties were not saying that 
the resulting breach of contract was the resulting breach of contract was 
itself itself ““materialmaterial”… ”… There is nothing in There is nothing in 
clause 6.2.1 which addresses the clause 6.2.1 which addresses the 
character or quality of the breach. character or quality of the breach. 
The clause simply provides a The clause simply provides a 
mechanism by which a breach of mechanism by which a breach of 
contract can be indisputably contract can be indisputably 
identified... if the parties were to be identified... if the parties were to be 
taken to have agreed that any failure taken to have agreed that any failure 
to meet the 3% tolerance no matter to meet the 3% tolerance no matter 
how trivial, amounted to a material how trivial, amounted to a material 
breach of contract, it would breach of contract, it would lead to a lead to a 
very uncommercial result.very uncommercial result.””  
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Coulson LJ highlighted that none of the Coulson LJ highlighted that none of the 
standard forms of building contract standard forms of building contract 
provide any guidance or control as to what provide any guidance or control as to what 
may or may not amount to practical may or may not amount to practical 
completion but noted that there was completion but noted that there was 
nothing to stop parties in a construction nothing to stop parties in a construction 
contract agreeing particular parameters to contract agreeing particular parameters to 
guide and control a certifier in the exercise guide and control a certifier in the exercise 
of his discretion regarding the certification of his discretion regarding the certification 
of practical completion.of practical completion.  

Though the appeal was dismissed Coulson Though the appeal was dismissed Coulson 
LJ went on to confirm a number of LJ went on to confirm a number of 
principles regarding the current law on principles regarding the current law on 
practical completion:practical completion:  

l Practical completion is easier to Practical completion is easier to 
recognise than define and there are no recognise than define and there are no 
hard and fast rules as to when it would hard and fast rules as to when it would 
be deemed to have occurred.be deemed to have occurred.    

l The existence of latent defects The existence of latent defects 
cannot prevent practical completion.cannot prevent practical completion.    

l In relation to patent defects, there is In relation to patent defects, there is 
no difference between an item of work no difference between an item of work 
which is yet to be completed and an which is yet to be completed and an 
item of work which requires item of work which requires 
remedying.remedying.    

l  The existence of patent defects will  The existence of patent defects will 
not prevent practical completion if not prevent practical completion if 
such can be deemed to be trifling.such can be deemed to be trifling.    

    

l Whether an item is trifling is a matter of Whether an item is trifling is a matter of 
fact and degree and to an extent may fact and degree and to an extent may 
be measured against the purpose and be measured against the purpose and 
intended use of the property.intended use of the property.    

l The inability to remedy a defect does The inability to remedy a defect does 
not prevent practical completion from not prevent practical completion from 
being achieved. being achieved.     

Comment 
Though any decision on practical Though any decision on practical 
completion will always be highly dependent completion will always be highly dependent 
on the particular circumstances of a on the particular circumstances of a 
project, parties should carefully consider project, parties should carefully consider 
the intended purpose and functionality of the intended purpose and functionality of 
the building and whether particular the building and whether particular 
aspects are certainly required prior to aspects are certainly required prior to 
practical completion and identified as such practical completion and identified as such 
so as to provide granularity to guide and so as to provide granularity to guide and 
control a certifier in the exercise of his control a certifier in the exercise of his 
discretion as to whether practical discretion as to whether practical 
completion has been achieved.  If the completion has been achieved.  If the 
parties intend for any specific parties intend for any specific 
consequences to be attached to a failure consequences to be attached to a failure 
to achieve a particular aspect of practical to achieve a particular aspect of practical 
completion, those consequences should completion, those consequences should 
be clearly specified.be clearly specified.  

Ben Wilkins  
Associate, ConstructionAssociate, Construction  

T:T: +44 (0)20 7438 2216  +44 (0)20 7438 2216   
ben.wilkins@crsblaw.comben.wilkins@crsblaw.com  
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Market Insight 

During our winter workshop, we surveyed During our winter workshop, we surveyed 
members of the construction community members of the construction community 
to gauge their feelings around the market. to gauge their feelings around the market. 
Respondents ranged from across all Respondents ranged from across all 
spectrums of the sector and the data can spectrums of the sector and the data can 
be found in the following charts. The be found in the following charts. The 
findings show that although Brexit has findings show that although Brexit has 
brought about concerns around the brought about concerns around the 
supply of labour supply of labour ––  sentiments around sentiments around 
investing and the outlook for UK investing and the outlook for UK 
construction generally still remain high.construction generally still remain high.  

    

39% believe we have shortages of 
labour but within specific areas” 

    

    

    

    

    

Almost 60% believe Brexit hasn’t 
affected investing in their 
business” 

    

    

    

    

    

    

Over half are confident about the 
future of UK construction” 
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Market Insight 

    

38% believe the supply of 
domestic and overseas labour will 
weaken” 

    

    

Just over 2/3 believe the EU 
referendum has been negative for 
the supply of labour into UK 
construction” 
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Our expanding 
International team 

Charles Russell Speechlys’ Middle East 
offices continue to grow, with the 
addition of Thanos Karvelis as a partner 
in our Construction, Engineering and 
Projects team.   

    

    

Karvelis, who joined the firm on March 3, Karvelis, who joined the firm on March 3, 
2019, is a Partner with more than 20 years2019, is a Partner with more than 20 years’ ’ 
experience as an arbitration and litigation experience as an arbitration and litigation 
practitioner. He has a strong trackpractitioner. He has a strong track--record record 
in multiin multi--billion, crossbillion, cross--border projects, border projects, 
cases and transactions, including mergers, cases and transactions, including mergers, 
acquisitions and joint ventures in a wide acquisitions and joint ventures in a wide 
range of industries, such as construction, range of industries, such as construction, 
cement, energy, banks, hospitality, across cement, energy, banks, hospitality, across 
the entire project life cycle (from drafting the entire project life cycle (from drafting 
and negotiating to dispute resolution).and negotiating to dispute resolution).  

Thanos regularly serves as lead counsel in Thanos regularly serves as lead counsel in 
international commercial and construction international commercial and construction 
arbitrations in Europe and the Middle East, arbitrations in Europe and the Middle East, 
both ad hoc and before arbitration both ad hoc and before arbitration 
institutions including ICC, LCIA, DIAC, institutions including ICC, LCIA, DIAC, 
ADCCAC and DIFCADCCAC and DIFC--LCIA. He also LCIA. He also 
frequently handles or supervises arbitral frequently handles or supervises arbitral 
award enforcement proceedings in various award enforcement proceedings in various 
jurisdictions.jurisdictions.  

    

Thanos Karvelis  
Partner, ConstructionPartner, Construction  

T:T: +971 4 246 1925 +971 4 246 1925  
thanos.karvelis@crsblaw.comthanos.karvelis@crsblaw.com  

Thanos is the author of several Thanos is the author of several 
publications in the fields of arbitration law publications in the fields of arbitration law 
and construction law and he regularly and construction law and he regularly 
speaks in international fora on issues speaks in international fora on issues 
relating to international arbitration. He is relating to international arbitration. He is 
also listed with DIAC as a qualified also listed with DIAC as a qualified 
Arbitrator. Thanos has been registered Arbitrator. Thanos has been registered 
with the Dubai Government Legal Affairs with the Dubai Government Legal Affairs 
Department since 2014. He is also a Department since 2014. He is also a 
registered practitioner under Part II (Right registered practitioner under Part II (Right 
of Audience) with the DIFC Courts since of Audience) with the DIFC Courts since 
2015.2015.  

Patrick Gearon, Head of Charles Russell Patrick Gearon, Head of Charles Russell 
SpeechlysSpeechlys’ ’ Middle East offices, said: Middle East offices, said:   

ThanosThanos’ ’ extensive experience will extensive experience will 
strengthen our arm in international strengthen our arm in international 
construction and commercial disputes construction and commercial disputes 
and bolster our growing international and bolster our growing international 
arbitration offering. We are delighted to arbitration offering. We are delighted to 
be able to welcome Thanos to the firm at be able to welcome Thanos to the firm at 
this exciting time of growth for our this exciting time of growth for our 
offices in the Middle East.offices in the Middle East.””  

  
Thanos Karvelis said:Thanos Karvelis said:  

““Charles Russell Speechlys is a firm Charles Russell Speechlys is a firm 
with a strong global reputation and is with a strong global reputation and is 
growing rapidly in the Middle East. I growing rapidly in the Middle East. I 
am delighted to have the am delighted to have the 
opportunity to bring my own practice opportunity to bring my own practice 
to the firm at this particularly exciting to the firm at this particularly exciting 
time of growth.time of growth.””  
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Partner promotions 

We are also pleased to announce two 
partner promotions, further expanding 
our reach and service capability to our 
clients.   

Andrew Keeley  

Andrew joined the firm as a trainee in 2005, Andrew joined the firm as a trainee in 2005, 
qualifying into the Construction, qualifying into the Construction, 
Engineering and Projects team in 2007. He Engineering and Projects team in 2007. He 
specialises in construction and engineering specialises in construction and engineering 
law, both contentious and nonlaw, both contentious and non--
contentious. He advises clients including contentious. He advises clients including 
developers, contractors and professional developers, contractors and professional 
consultants on various commercial and consultants on various commercial and 
residential projects, including contractual residential projects, including contractual 
documentation and dispute resolution. documentation and dispute resolution. 
Andrew previously spent seven years Andrew previously spent seven years 
working in project management, credit working in project management, credit 
strategy and debt recovery for a major UK strategy and debt recovery for a major UK 
bank.bank.  

    

James Worthington  

 James joined the firm in 2007; a  James joined the firm in 2007; a 
construction lawyer experienced in both construction lawyer experienced in both 
contentious and noncontentious and non--contentious work in contentious work in 
respect of a large range of construction, respect of a large range of construction, 
infrastructure and regeneration projects. infrastructure and regeneration projects. 
He advises developers, housebuilders, He advises developers, housebuilders, 
contractors and funders on all types of contractors and funders on all types of 
construction documentation including construction documentation including 
domestic and international standard forms domestic and international standard forms 
of construction contracts.  of construction contracts.    

Andrew Keeley    
Partner, ConstructionPartner, Construction  

T:T: +44 (0)1483 252 581  +44 (0)1483 252 581   
andrew.keeley@crsblaw.comandrew.keeley@crsblaw.com  

He is also experienced in advising on a wide He is also experienced in advising on a wide 
range of disputes in different dispute range of disputes in different dispute 
resolution forums, including mediation, resolution forums, including mediation, 
adjudication and litigation. James has adjudication and litigation. James has 
drafted the commentary on the JCT drafted the commentary on the JCT 
Standard Building Contract 2016 for the Standard Building Contract 2016 for the 
Isurv website and has published articles in Isurv website and has published articles in 
Building, Construction News and Civil Building, Construction News and Civil 
Engineering Surveyor.Engineering Surveyor.  

    

 Steven Carey, Head of our Construction  Steven Carey, Head of our Construction 
Group, said:Group, said:  

““II’’m delighted at the promotions of m delighted at the promotions of 
both James and Andrew to the both James and Andrew to the 
partnership. Having each been with partnership. Having each been with 
the firm for over a decade  the firm for over a decade  -- I look  I look 
forward to them continuing to grow forward to them continuing to grow 
and strengthen our expanding and strengthen our expanding 
international team.international team.””  

James Worthington  
Partner, ConstructionPartner, Construction  

T:T: +44 (0)20 7427 1070 +44 (0)20 7427 1070  
james.worthington@crsblaw.comjames.worthington@crsblaw.com  
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Who to contact 

If you are interested in more information 
on anything you have read in this 
newsletter, please contact the relevant 
author, your usual Charles Russell 
Speechlys contact, or alternatively:  

Michael O'Connor  
Partner, ConstructionPartner, Construction  

T:T: +44 (0)20 7427 6441  +44 (0)20 7427 6441   
michael.o'connor@crsblaw.commichael.o'connor@crsblaw.com  

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Our Construction, Projects and 
Engineering lawyers operate in the 
following offices:  

London 
5 Fleet Place5 Fleet Place  
LondonLondon  
EC4M 7RD UK                             EC4M 7RD UK                                           

TT:+44 (0)20 7203 5000:+44 (0)20 7203 5000  

Cheltenham 
Compass HouseCompass House  
Lypiatt RoadLypiatt Road  
CheltenhamCheltenham  
GloucestershireGloucestershire  
GL50 2QJ  UK                               GL50 2QJ  UK                                       

TT:+44 (0)1242 221122:+44 (0)1242 221122  

Guildford 
One London SquareOne London Square  
Cross LanesCross Lanes  
GuildfordGuildford  
SurreySurrey  
GU1 1UN  UK  GU1 1UN  UK    

T:+44 (0)1483 252525 T:+44 (0)1483 252525   

Doha 
Level 21, Burj DohaLevel 21, Burj Doha  
West BayWest Bay  
Qatar                                                Qatar                                                  

T:+974 (0)4034 2036T:+974 (0)4034 2036  

Dubai 
Office 1108, 11th FloorOffice 1108, 11th Floor  
Index TowerIndex Tower  
DIFCDIFC  
UAE                                                 UAE                                                   

T:+971 4246 1900T:+971 4246 1900  

Manama   
Floor 24, East Tower, Bahrain World Trade Floor 24, East Tower, Bahrain World Trade 
CentreCentre  
Isa Al Kabeer AvenueIsa Al Kabeer Avenue  
PO Box 31249PO Box 31249  
Kingdom of Bahrain                       Kingdom of Bahrain                         

T:+973 (0)17 133200T:+973 (0)17 133200  
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